ONE YEAR DIPLOMA IN SOUND RECORDING AND RE- PRODUCTION

Theory

Maximum MarksS:- 100

Unit- 1:-

Acoustics

Nature of sound Transverse and Longitudinal wave motion

Physical
Explanation of tcrms like. properties

of wave motion. wavelength, amplitude. Beats, Resonance,

phase. Velocity of sound etc.

Musiral Acoustics: Classification of musical instrumeints, Mode of vibrations of strings
air colunmns membranes and rigid bodies .Various musical Instruments and their

frequency

ranges.

Psycho- acoustics

:

The hunan ear's

anatomy and physiology (in brief) Pitch ranges of

human voice and musical instruments. Sensitivity of the ear. Combination tones, subjective tones

and making Auditory fatigue.
Physical and Psychological properties of music and speech.
The principle of Stereophony and sound Localiz»tion.

Unit- 11-

Analogue Magnetic Recording (In Brief)

Historical development ofmagnetic recording (in brief) its advantages and

disadvantages. Media used for sound recording.
2- Principles of magnetic recording Essential parts of: (a) Reel to Reel Machines and

(b) Cassette tape recorder and Cassette
3- Magnetic tape coatings.
4- Difference between Amateur and professional machines.
Multi track tape recorders Design Criteria, purpose and Utilization. M:alti-track

5

recording techniques.

Unit-lI:
1. Audio

Mixing Console

purpose, essential features working (Input and Output

Channe!s) .Multi- track nixers "Split or European Style and n -Lire' mixing consoles.
Routing of various signals, laying the tracks and final mixing.

2. Outboard Equipments
Effects and processors Digital delay Units. Compressor.
Limiter, Graphic Equalizers Expanders, Harmonizer, De-esser. Compressor, and other
miscellaneous devices Noise reduction systems.

Unit-IV: ( More emphasis on practical aspects)

Microphones: (break up)
(a) Purpose of microphone in an audio chain Characteristics of a microphone Types ot
microphone their design principles. Essential parts and its working. Phasing of
microphone during live recording Choosing and using microphone Speech and music
balance during live recording. Choosing and using microphone. Speech and music

balance. Windshields. Mourting and Connectors.

(6) 1) Speech Balance : Microphone for Speech Interviewing with a hand-held microphone.
Handling a script Using microphone, Using short Gun microphone.

(c) Music Balance: Natural balance' music studio problems, Multi-microphone techniques
Microphone, microphone

placement

for various categories of musical

instruments

Microphone in stereo Recording techniques.

Unit- V
Loudspeaker: Purpose and the basic principles of working of a loudspeaker. Mounting
of a loudspcakers. Types of bafles, cross-over networks, Selection of loudspeakers, Active
loudspeaker. loudspeaker pe:forance impedance. sensitivity. Distortion and frequency
response, Setting up of loudspeakers. phase and positioning Damping factor.

Unit- Vl
Digital Recording :- Diflerence between analogue and digital recording Advantages. and
disadvantages principal of operation, Compact Dise (CD) Two track and multi-track

recording. Synchronization, editing

operations. Recording. Level

and metering in audio

recording. ALL DIGITAL STUDIO, R-DAT machines Various digital recording formats.

DAW's.

Unit-VIl:
Architetural Acousties

:(Open Air Theatre. Enclosed Space, (Acoustics) Properties
Retlection Diffusion
Refraction Diffraction, Reverberation and
Reverberation time, echo Intimacy or *resc.ice, Liveness Warmth Uniformly. Defirition or

of

wae

-

motion,

Clarity, Brilliance. Balance, Blend. Texture dynamic range, Tonal quality. and percentage
rticuiation purpose of acoustical treatr ient .Design principle, purpose of air conditioning &
caleulation fer it. Ducting systems, use of special filiers in the duets. Absorption co-efticient
of different nmaterials, use of carpets &
upholstery. IDEAL acoustical

treatment. Temperature

in studio. Cinema halls, Theatres. Lecture room, How to design a recording studio etc.

nit-Vil
Re-recording Mixing Dubbing In Films: Types of optical tracks. The purpose of rerecording Equipments used in re-recording the purpose of dubbing and Mixing for films.
Laying of tracks. The place of re-recording and its. Characteristics , synchronization of
inch tape. Stereo

sound and DTS.

re-recording.

The purpose and

use

of sound effects and music. Surround

Unit-IX:
The

to

necess..y

of Time Code &

Synchronization

SMPTE/EBU,
codes, Introduction
Converters, Frame Staidards Synchronizers( Chase & full
featured),Types of Locks.
Time

Unit- X
Audio Electronics, Studio

Installation( Necessity
Technology. Computers & Recording Technology

&

Procedure),Music

&

Recording

Difference between computers used for
& that used in sound
general
recording, The
sound card(importance & difference in), Variouspurpose
Recording
Software,
Studio
Recording Paiticles
Management,

